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It's as if a crime has occurred in the local arts scene, and Access 
Artist Run Centre brought in two outsiders to figure out what 
happened, for the exhibition “An Archeology of Access.” 
 
Artist Clint Wilson of Edmonton focused his investigation by 
collecting and cataloguing debris from Access, photographing 
and scanning them and then magnifying these microcosms up to 
400 times. 
 
Dax Morrison, based in Toronto, took the private-eye route. He 
contacted about 150 local galleries and framing shops to ask for 
samples of paint they used on their walls -- and ideally, a behind-
the-scenes peek into their storage closets. 
 
"As an Ontario artist, I knew there might be hesitation and some 
people were even suspicious about my motivations," Morrison 
says of his investigation, meant to look at the inner workings of 
both commercial galleries and public arts centres. "Would I 
notice patterns based, I don't want to say on cliques, but on how 
a certain space defined itself?" 
 
Although a few venues refused Morrison's request, most 
supplied paint in a surprisingly wide range of colours, and the 
choices revealed clues about the many personalities at work in 
the field. Presentation House Gallery handed over their 
institutional white. Eagle Spirit Gallery supplied a fiery red. 
Atelier Gallery provided a hot pink from their front window 
accent wall. Grunt Gallery supplied a colour they rarely use. 
 



Morrison collected a total of 62 samples, which he rolled onto a 
wall at Access in vertical stripes. He says he represented the 
venues alphabetically to "break down boundaries" and level the 
playing field. 
 
"I did a happy dance when it was done," says Morrison, who 
defines himself as a performer, not a painter (even though his 
drywall sample from the Contemporary Art Gallery made him a 
semi-finalist for the RBC Canadian Painting Competition last 
year). 
 
Collecting gossip along the way, Morrison discovered that while 
insularity, rivalry and consumerism exist in Vancouver, he was 
impressed by the vitality and diversity of the scene. "In Toronto, 
the artist-run-centre scene is dismal," he says. "The focus is too 
commercial." 
 
Meanwhile, Wilson's investigation targeted Vancouver's photo-
conceptualist scene. "It's dismissed quite quickly in Edmonton, 
seen as banal, silly, absolutely insignificant and decadent," he 
says. In his own work, Wilson has explored "museology" and the 
friction between nature and technology through kinetic 
sculptures of taxidermy animals, leaves and inflating gloves, 
and more recently, photos of dust arranged as star maps. 
 
It's tempting to pore over his dust bunnies and strands of hair 
looking for context. Some Access artists and patrons have even 
claimed these seemingly dull throwaway artefacts as personal 
items, thus underlining Vancouver's reputation for navel-gazing 
self-absorption; even our belly-button lint is somehow precious 
and rarefied. 
 
"I'm disappointed with how beautiful a pile of dirt can become," 
Wilson admits. "Even with my attempt to subvert meaning and 
sort of mock the scene, they seem so tasteful and commercial." 
 



One could envision these striking images hanging above a couch. 
Or collecting dust, either in a public museum's vault or the 
artist's own storage space. The same for Morrison's bold striped 
wall, which could just as easily be a trendy interior-design 
feature. Yet his wall will surely be painted over with some 
variation of institutional white for the next exhibition, and 
Wilson's pile of debris will be photographed and then tossed in a 
dumpster. 
 
The fate of the artists is perhaps as precarious, magnifying the 
issues of luck, salesmanship, consumer fads, institutional 
learning (both artists have MFAs), networking, popularity and 
conflicting personal goals. "We're all complicit in this process 
and there's no way you can avoid it," says Wilson, who has 
shown almost exclusively at public spaces for more than two 
decades. 
 
For Morrison, the Vancouver investigation was something of a 
revelation. A picture framer by day, he describes his "jaded and 
bitter" moments as a young artist who imagined himself in the 
artist-run-centre camp of a highly divided arts scene. "Now I 
accept there's a commercial side to my work. It's kind of 
exciting," he says. "Maybe I can live in both worlds." 
 
Dax Morrison & Clint Wilson will show until May 5 at Access, 
206 Carrall St. 
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